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An artist masters a storied craft

WEAVING HISTORY
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“There were no
classes then,
and I learned
through the
generosity of the
basketmakers in
Nantucket.”
– MARTHA LAWRENCE
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Weaving Her
Magic
MARTHA LAWRENCE HAS BECOME AN EXPERT
ON THE HISTORIC NANTUCKET LIGHTSHIP BASKETS
THAT HAVE FASCINATED HER FOR DECADES
WRITTEN BY MARY BETH VALLAR
PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARTINA TANNERY

T

he charm, beauty and history of Nantucket

she gave an overview of the history. “Utilitarian baskets

have captivated Martha Lawrence since her

were found in every Colonial home,” she says. “There was

childhood spent summering on the tiny, isolated

a basket for every task: large baskets to store clothing and

island 30 miles off the coast of Cape Cod, Massachusetts.

household items; small, delicate ones to handle sewing

A favorite spot for her, besides its beaches, wharves and

items or to collect berries; and sturdy baskets to haul farm

museums, was by her grandfather’s side while he carved

tools.”

ship figureheads in his harborside workshop.

Native Algonquian Indians traded their baskets, which

As she developed an appreciation for the heritage,

were woven with cornhusks and other fibers, with the early

traditions and craftsmanship that surrounded her, she was

colonists. Later they introduced wood splints to construct

especially drawn to Nantucket’s distinctive, tightly woven

a sturdier basket, and this became the primary material

cane baskets as one of the best examples of all three.

that the Nantucketers themselves used to make their own

Now, for over 35 years, Lawrence has made it her mission

baskets. But obtaining wood splints was a laborious process.

to uphold the artistry and quality of one of the island’s

“First you had to fell a tree and then pound the logs to peel

unique treasures: Nantucket Lightship Baskets. As a writer,

off wood strips thin and pliable enough to weave.”

lecturer, basketmaker and teacher, she has introduced the

However, an important breakthrough in basketmaking

challenges and rewards of creating the beautiful, authentic

arrived in the holds of the community’s whaling ships, and

baskets to countless aficionados.

that was rattan. Lawrence explains, “Whaling was the oil and

The history of the cherished baskets, including how

plastics industry of the 19th century. Whale oil lit lamps

they got their name, is as fascinating as it is integral to

around the world and flexible baleen found in the mouths

the life of the residents of the former whaling community.

of whales was used in woman’s corsets, men’s collar stays,

Lawrence documented this history in her book “Lightship

buggy whips and any number of other everyday items.”

Baskets of Nantucket.” The well-researched and beautifully

Nantucket’s whaling trade was the island’s chief

photographed book, which was published in 1990 and is

industry in the late 18th and 19th centuries. As the demand

now in its second edition, established her as an authority

for whales and their by-products grew, the Nantucket fleet

on both the history and contemporary status of the art of

started sailing all the way to the Pacific in search of whales.

making Nantucket Lightship Baskets.

“On these Pacific voyages, the whaling ships brought back

During a visit with Lawrence in her Vero Beach home to

rattan from Asia. Pragmatic Nantucketers realized the

discuss her passion and see some of her beautiful creations,

benefits of using flexible rattan over the labor-intensive
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Martha helps student Paula Fitzgerald with a tiny cane basket she is making for
her granddaughter’s American Girl doll.

wooden splints. Specifically, they used cane, which is the

York.” In 1854, the government responded by mooring a

bark of the rattan vine.”

lightship on the shoal. “The first lightship — a refurbished

They made their baskets even sturdier by adding wood
bases to replace the earlier splint-grid bottoms. Often,
these thrifty New Englanders used scraps of wood, such as
discarded wooden tobacco boxes, for the bases.

4

The second lightship, the 103-foot schooner christened
Number 1 Nantucket New South Shoal, was built for the
strength and endurance needed specifically for its task.

became two of the three essential aspects of an authentic

It was commissioned in 1856 and moored off the same

Nantucket basket,” Lawrence points out. “The third is that

treacherous shoal as the earlier ill-fated lightship. Its crew

the baskets were woven on wooden molds. Molds not only

of 10 all came from Nantucket.

shaped the baskets, but also allowed them to be used for

“It was a hard and isolated life for the men,” Lawrence

measurement. For example, a housewife could take her

says. “They spent a total of eight months a year on board

small, precisely measured basket to the mill and ask for a

and endured horrible weather conditions. In the winter,

specific measurement of cornmeal.”

thick ice formed on the riggings and severe storms subjected the ship and its crew to wild rolling and pitching.”

to as a rattan basket. “Lightship” was added to its name be-

Although the living conditions were harsh, the actual

cause of the ship where so many of the early baskets were

work — raising and lowering the warning lamps and general

made. A lightship is a large sea vessel that acts as a light-

shipboard maintenance — left the men with plenty of free

house in waters unsuitable for a permanent structure.

time, so they brought aboard the materials for making

Lawrence continues, “Off the coast of Nantucket, there
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later and ended up grounded on Long Island,” she says.

“The cane for weaving and the wooden bottoms

This first iteration of the Nantucket basket was referred
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whaling ship — broke away in a northeast gale six months

rattan baskets.

are many places where shallow, shifting sandbars or shoals

The lightship served on the New South Shoal for 46

created very dangerous conditions for passing ships. One

years; this was a time of prolific basketmaking as crew

such spot was the New South Shoal, located about 30 miles

members constructed baskets for their families onshore

southeast of Nantucket. Mariners petitioned Congress in

and later for shops catering to Nantucket’s evolving tourist

the 1840s to place some sort of a marker there to warn

business. Thus, they were dubbed Nantucket Lightship

ships that were coming in a direct line from Europe to New

Baskets.
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A classic cherry Nantucket Lightship
Basket “purse” adorned with a
mermaid carving by Al Doucette
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A ship’s figurehead carved in 1959 by
Martha’s grandfather, William Crichton,
on Nantucket

Many of these
expertly crafted
and signed
antiques
still exist.
Martha puts finishing touches on a maple basket fashioned with ebony “ears.”
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Maple purse and cherry tote bags with carvings by Al Doucette
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Student Kitty Mountain at work on a new project, flanked by
the two-handled cherry market basket she made in class

Lawrence adds another interesting fact: Many of the

“The craft was on the verge of dying out by the 1930s,”

shops along Center Street in Nantucket were owned and

she says, “but was kept alive by Mitchell Ray, the most well-

operated by women, and the street was referred to as

known basketmaker of the post-lightship era.” A bachelor

Petticoat Row. “These women are a fascinating topic,” she

and a third-generation Nantucket Lightship Basketmaker,

says. “Their husbands were sailors on the whaling ships,

Ray feared that he would have no one to whom he could

and these men could be gone for as many as three to five

pass along his knowledge.

years until they collected enough oil to come home. In the

However, a Filipino named Jose Reyes not only learned

meantime, the wives became quite entrepreneurial and

the craft from Ray in the late 1940s, he adapted Ray’s ver-

resourceful.”

sion into the chic fashion accessory we have today.

The making of Nantucket Lightship Baskets ended on

As a child in his native village, Reyes excelled in the craft

the lightship in the early 1890s when the ship was relo-

of basket weaving and also mastered the skill of processing

cated. However, the activity continued to flourish on the

its essential material — the rattan that was harvested from

island for the next few decades, and many of these expertly

the jungle for use in baskets, mats, fencing and even tying

crafted and signed antiques still exist, a fact that attests to

houses together in the village.

their durability.
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Reyes completed his schooling in the Philippines and

So, when and how did these early versions of the

then sought further education in the United States, which

renowned basket turn into the iconic handbag that so many

included graduate studies at Harvard University. While in

of us now consider “the” Nantucket basket? You know —

Massachusetts, he met and married a local woman.

the classic round or oval purse with a lid usually adorned
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It takes many hours to complete a Nantucket Lightship
Basket, but the result is worth the effort. Here, student
Monny Gasche is working on a cherry evening purse.

with carved or etched bone or ivory?
It is not surprising that Lawrence has the answer; she
points out that the man recognized for the stylish creation
was not even a Nantucket native but was born in a small
village in the Philippines.

The couple went back to the Philippines, where Reyes
taught English and later served his country in World War
II. After the liberation of the Philippines in 1945, they returned to his wife’s home state and settled in Nantucket.
The knowledge and craftsmanship so useful to Reyes
as a boy translated magnificently to the art of making

Japanese adaptations of Nantucket Lightship Baskets designed by Elements Ltd. of Tokyo and constructed by Martha Lawrence

Nantucket Lightship Baskets that he learned from Mitchell

sessions, and so do I. This has been such a blessing in my

Ray. Reyes experimented with different styles, eventually

life and I have made so many wonderful friends as we have

coming up with the idea for a covered basket to be used as a

worked together on their baskets.”

purse and decorating the tops with carved whales and other
traditional artifacts.
When his first purses “sold like hotcakes,” Lawrence

To her surprise, and possibly, at least in part, the result
of her book, Nantucket Lightship Baskets are in demand in
Japan.

“They are incredibly popular there and have been

says, “he continued to make them full time and is credited

for about the last 10 years,” she says. “Last spring I was

with reviving the craft of basketmaking on the island.”

invited to teach a 10-day class in Japan. And in the fall, I am

Lawrence learned to construct the traditional Nantucket

going back again, this time for a month. These women are

Lightship Basket in the 1980s. “There were no classes then,

wonderful and creative and have come up with some very

and I learned through the generosity of the basketmakers in

chic adaptations of the purse.”

Nantucket.” Desiring to share her love of the craft, she started

If someone wants to purchase, or “invest in,” a new

to teach the skill and has continued to do so. In addition,

or older Nantucket Lightship Basket, Lawrence advises

she included an entire chapter in her book that details, with

verifying, whenever possible, that the maker was trained

photographs, how to construct an authentic Nantucket

in constructing the basket in the traditional manner.

Lightship Basket.

“Unfortunately, there are some very poorly made baskets

In Vero Beach, she instructs students one on one or
conducts classes in clubs or other private settings. In her

and purses around, as well as imitations. Beware if the price
is ‘too good to be true.’”

introductory class, students create a round, open basket,

Quality

what

tutelage,

Lawrence

and

she

stresses
limits

her

to

all

classes

un-

der

choose their subsequent projects.

six students in order to ensure the highest stan-

“It was my intention that students would take a class

her

is

which takes about 15 hours to complete, before going on to

to

dards. The hands-on instructor says of her students,

and then be on their own, but some never want to leave,”

“I

she laughs. “They enjoy the camaraderie of the group

perfect and beautiful.” ❀

want

them

to

leave

with

something
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